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Council Assembles To Discuss Coed Policy

By Richard B. Steele

The Men's Council met Monday night to discuss coed visitation policy andInteresting.

The revised policy has fewer stipulations with the elimination of sign-in procedures, rules concerning lights and doors, and the week after classes start to begin coed visitation.

During a recent meeting with administrative officials, it was disclosed that the policy was too liberal and open.

A committee was set up to review students from all levels: religious, high honor achievers. Heading this committee will be Dr. Willie Bailey, acting chairman of Business Administration.

"We want to make this year's ball something special," said Richard Gordon, Men's Council president. There are plans for the honoring of dorm queens and other special entertainment. "If you have any suggestions concerning the ball, give them to one of the council officers or bring them to Scott A office," said Gordon.

Last week Ms. Alberta Dalton, director of housekeeping, suggested the formation of a committee to evaluate the work of the maintenance crew on a monthly basis. A student from each floor of each section was given a form that has been evaluated good, fair, and poor. Areas of inspection include lobbies, corridors, offices, bathrooms, showers, drinking fountains, trash rooms and cans, floors, internal windows and mirrors.

A space for conditions to be corrected was also included on the form.

Plans for janitorial social and spring events were discussed.

Little Files Lawsuit

New York (AP) - North Carolina prison escapee Joan Little filed a written complaint against her attorneys Friday, but later retracted her allegations of financial wrongdoing as having been made under duress.

Referring to William Kunstler of Manhattan and Jerry Paul of Durham, N.C., Little appealed to the U.S. attorney general or the state's anti-corruption prosecutor to investigate the way her attorneys handled her finances.

"I feel that I am being financially ripped off and I want an investigation," she said in a letter to Inspector General Brian Malone of New York City's Department of Correction.

But in an interview with The Associated Press, Kunstler highly and said he would always be her lawyer. She maintained that a correction official had intimidated her, dictated the letter and indicated that she wanted to "get" Kunstler. Department spokesman Philip Leshin denied all her charges, but Kunstler remarked, "There's certainly something funny going on."

Miss Little gave a sometimes conflicting account of how she came to write the complaint to the department's inspector general, and Kunstler himself conceded that it was often difficult to follow her narrative.

"I would be the first to admit that probably she doesn't always remember the essential details," the lawyer declared, saying her public denial of the charges was all the action required to rebut them.

Kunstler said, "I am satisfied she has given a statement. I essentially believe." Paul, who successfully defended Miss Little at the sensational 1975 trial at which she was accused of murdering her white jailer, could not be reached for comment immediately.

Miss Little has been detained at the city's Rikers Island women's jail since her arrest as a fugitive on December 9. She escaped in October from a Raleigh jail where she was serving out a breaking and entering sentence following her acquittal of murder.

An appeals court set $50,000 bail while she fights extradition to North Carolina, and Kunstler said he hopes to raise the sum through the Southern Poverty Law Center and the National Council in four to five days.

(Hunt Decision Wrecks Career

Raleigh (AP) - Gov. Jim Hunt says that pardoning the Wilmington 10 might have ended his political career, but he would have done it anyway if he felt the case called for it.

Hunt made the remarks in an interview with the News and Observer of Raleigh and another on the University of North Carolina television network Thursday.

"If I had found that they were innocent...and railroaded, I would have pardoned them," Hunt said to his television interviewer, adding that he knew what the consequences would be if he did.

In a subsequent interview with the newspaper, Hunt agreed that it could have meant an end to any further political ambitions he might have.

"I was ready for that," he said.

Hunt has been under pressure to pardon the group. He refused last week to do so, but reduced their sentences so that all will be eligible for parole two years earlier than before.

But in an interview with the Rev. Ben Chavis, could be out of prison this year. Chavis becomes eligible for release in 1980, because his sentence was the longest.

The governor said he did not consider when parole eligibility would come for the group when he was deciding how much to shorten the sentences.
Steam Engulfs Pedestrians Because Of Old Worn Pipes

By Anthony Boyd

You are walking down the street and all of a sudden you’re engulfed in a thick white steam. Don’t worry; it’s not a ‘Close encounter’; it’s just leaky steam lines.

The leak is the result of old and worn faulty pipes. The steam that can be seen billowing up from man holes throughout the campus has been attacked for the serious traffic hazard it poses.

Aside from the fact that an accident could happen, Merrill Watson, heating plant director, says, “There’s nothing dangerous about it.”

The problem, which is most prominent on Laurel Street, will be corrected soon. According to Watson, there has been an application made for funds to replace the entire underground steam distribution system. Its approval is pending action from this 1978 legislation.

As for a temporary solution, Watson says he is working on one but declined to comment on his plans.

Three Schools Sponsor Talent Show

The Third Annual A&T-Bennett-UNC-G Talent Show will be held Thursday evening, Feb 2, in Harrison Auditorium. The show will feature a variety of entertainment including singing, dancing, modeling, as well as poetry.

Mike Cole, the coordinator for the show, stated that the event is being sponsored by the Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. “This should be an exciting event for the entire campus because we have students from different campuses who are outside the fraternity.”

“Our original starting time was 8 p.m., but we’ve decided to start after the A&T-Bennett basketball game Thursday as not to create a conflict. We’ll get things underway at 9 p.m. to give everyone a chance to make it over to the auditorium,” said Cole.

Some of the main attractions will be the Ellsworth Turner Singers, Dwayne (Barry White) Norris, and Celeste Holmes. The only professional appearance will be the Mighty Majors, a soul and blues singing group who has made several performances at local discos and concerts.

Other A&T entrants are A&T’s reigning queen, Deb-

Little Wants To Avoid Questions

(Cont. From Page 1)

Although she was later denied knowledge of her intentions, Miss Little said she wanted to avoid any possible questions about her finances by requiring a dual endorsement on any checks made out to her.

FLU!!

Detroit Edison is Looking South

and will be looking your way February 17

especially at these specific universities at which it conducts extensive recruiting...

For Top Quality Engineering Graduates.

Detroit Edison

Howard Univ.
Washington, D.C.

Tennessee State Univ.
Nashville

Atlanta Univ., Center - Georgia Tech

Prairie View A&M Univ.

Southern Univ.

Tuskegee Inst.

Prairie View

Southern Univ.

Be sure to contact Detroit Edison’s representative when he or she is on your campus February 17th.
ABC Plans Sequel To "Roots"

NEW YORK AP - Planning is the under way for a 12 hour continuation of Alex Haley's "Roots" that will pick up the story of Haley's forebears where ABC Television's first serialized drama left off.

Filming for "Roots: The Second Hundred Years," is scheduled to begin April 16. The production will be aired on ABC television in 1979, according to David Wolper, executive producer of both "Roots" series.

The new series will begin where the first television drama ended, as Haley's family emigrated from North Carolina to Henning, Tenn., shortly after the Civil War.

The new serialization will be based on scenes from Haley's "Roots" and material from his new book "Search," which describes Haley's efforts to trace his family back to their African origins. The production will also use unpublished material provided by Haley.

Because Henning has changed dramatically since the late 19th Century, construction of a duplicate of the Tennessee town is under way in Hollywood. All filming for the new production will be done in Southern California, Wolper said.

Filming is scheduled to be completed in November, 1978. Six writers are present­ly at work on screenplay for the production, Wolper said.

Students To Feature Musical Rendition

Sue Richardson, in a comic monologue, Betty Williams, Arthur Kemp, Pat Stowers, Brenda Paison, Debbie Brown, Lydia Chambers, and Robin Stamps.

Frank Moore and Chaz Whitley will feature a musical rendition. Bennett College will have two participants, Cynthia Brown and Suzette Edmonds.

Cole pointed out that the show will have something for everyone and that it was designed to accommodate that from its conception. Admission to the event is $1.50 according to Cole.

Lanita’s Rap

Lanita Ledbetter

Been to any discotheque lately? Well, for most who have, you probably noticed the sophistication of the hustle has been replaced by an almost anything goes dance-the freak.

Prior to the Christmas vacation at a party I attended a guy maneuvered his way through the crowd asking the young ladies present "Do you freak?" Most gave looks of shock while some simply stated "no", but like in every crowd there was someone willing to try anything-at least once. So they freaked to their hearts' content.

Since that time freaking has literally crossed U. S. from the east to the west coast. A&T's students seem to be really into this new dance fad.

One student commented, "Freaking is really nice. It has a basic pattern, but what turns me off is when you look around and there are about ten different guys surrounding you. Everything can be accepted if it is decent."

From that conversation I went around and gathered the responses of some people on campus on the subject of freaking, and here are some freaky statements:

Patricia Ettson - "Freaking is good for the freaky, but it's all right."

Christine Cox - "It's a good feeling I guess,"

Anton Tayer - "The freak is a way of releasing tension and it has lots of different moves to get off."

Edwin Walter - "Freaking, I haven't seen it yet."

Sandra Williams - "It's alright as long as you don't get carried away."

Bessie Langston - "You are your own person, do what you feel."

Theresa Jones - "It's a cool dance."

Savannah Reddick - "It's o.k., it's fun."

First you had streaking, now you got freaking. What will it be next...?

"A lazy sheep thinks its wool heavy." Thomas Fuller

"Love and business teach eloquence." George Herbert

THE A&T REGISTER WILL PRESENT ITS ANNUAL SPRING NEWSPAPER WORKSHOP FEBRUARY 4, 1978 9am-3pm

Workshop will include display layout, production, newswriting, features, advertising, and headlines. If you have an interest in journalism you are invited to attend.
Stop Those Rumors

As usual, A&T's favorite news media in the city have dreamed up another issue which they hope will be a smear campaign for A&T. Last week, it was announced that a rumor is spreading that William Friday, president of the UNC system, has asked A&T's Chancellor Dowdy to resign.

When media as (supposedly) reputable as these media decide to print a story of this nature, it seems that they would have all of the facts. Sometimes reliable sources who ask their names be withheld are not so reliable. The source said Chancellor Dowdy was asked to resign because of the money problems A&T has experienced so far this school year.

These media act as if A&T is the only school which has had money problems. It may be to them because they have made a point of publishing only that news which implies that.

Though some students may sit back and say Chancellor Dowdy needs to resign, this writer really does not think they understand what they are saying. Chancellor Dowdy was asked to resign, who would become chancellor? Is it possible that A&T students have weakened to the point that a white chancellor could be appointed? Let's hope not.

Also, just what great advancements would this new chancellor make for the school? The chancellor cannot do anything without the capital. That seems to be A&T's major problem presently.

Why don't the media reveal facts like last year, UNC-G was awarded more money for the upkeep of its library than A&T although A&T needs the money worse? This news isn't important to the media. These media act as if A&T is the only school which has problems. It may be to them because they have made a point of publishing only that news which implies that.

There is only one thing this writer asks of the Greensboro media. That is, if you don't know for sure that what you're saying concerning A&T is true, then stop those rumors.

Black Colleges 'Short Changed'

by Margaret L. Brown

For sometimes now, Black universities have been short changed by various firms and industries as far as advertising and support are concerned.

From a reliable source, this writer heard that Holly Farms would not place an advertisement in the Mid-East Athletic Conference Tournament Booklet. Yet, it gives the Atlantic Coast Conference a $1000 scholarship per TV game in the most outstanding player's name.

In wondering why Holly Farms doesn't advertise in the Mid-East Athletic Conference Tournament Booklet, it brings to mind that Black people are stereotyped to be the number one lovers of chicken. If a survey were conducted among Blacks about the brand of chicken they purchase, a majority of Blacks would probably say Holly Farms.

Due to the fact that many Blacks do like chicken, they go for what is said to be the best. Holly Farms promotes its product as being good and having a variety mix. Not only does it have a variety pak, but also variety in the people it wishes to support.

Holly Farms is not the only company that uses idle excuses to avoid advertising in Black publications. If Blacks would boycott these products, perhaps that would persuade them to advertise in Black publications more.

Holly Farms uses the excuse that all its funds for advertising have been allocated already. A company of Holly Farms' standards should have a reserve for advertising and support are concerned.

Educators Support Bill

By Catherine Speller

Recently educators have been lobbying Congress to pass a bill to make Education a separate department from Health and Welfare. Their major defense for the bill is illustrating how education bills and problems that could have been taken care of quickly, have been kept waiting under other legislation unnecessarily.

Education covers a wide number of departments ranging from day-care to reading programs for the elderly.

The problem of integration of minorities on college campuses could be addressed more directly if were handled completely by the department of which it is concerned.

A separate department for education will be a step forward for education. The teachers association supports this bill and to this writer it sounds like a good idea because teaching trends and programs have to be constantly updated.
Students Disdain Advice To Dine At Burger King

By Anthony Boyd

Every student at one time this semester, will disdain the advice of parents, doctors, and their own bodies for the sake of what advertisers label "gastronomic heaven." One such heaven, is located on East Market Street, by the name of Burger King.

Ethan Scherrod, manager of the Burger King franchise, estimated that between 3,000 to 4,000 students come through their doors in a week.

Almost 56 percent of A&T State University seek the delicacy that made the Burger King chain famous—"The Whopper." The Whopper is an all-beef burger covered with lettuce, tomatoes, onions, pickles, mustard, mayonnaise and ketchup. This is usually followed by french-fries, a drink and maybe a hot apple turnover.

In a week, Burger King may take in approximately $6,900.00, from University students. (This is estimated from an average meal of $2.00 per student.)

As Unofficial Mayor

By Dick Moore

For those persons who know him, Emanuel S. (Jug) Douglass has always been the unofficial "Mayor" of A&T State University.

But as of December 13, 1977, Jug is the official mayor of the city of Southern Pines, and the first Black to hold that office.

Douglass, a 1948 graduate and long time Aggie supporter, recently talked with pride of his having polled the highest number of votes in his city's general election. He then was elected by the five-member council to serve a two-year term as mayor.

How did Douglass become involved in politics?

"I have always felt a need for people to have representation," he said. "You have
Department Sponsors Seminar

The Department of Business Education and Administrative Services is sponsoring a seminar on Gregg Shorthand — Series 900: System Refinements. This is an excellent opportunity to learn the need for shorthand in automated offices of the future. Mrs. Barbara Hann, national shorthand consultant, McGraw-Hill Book Company, will be the featured speaker. Mrs. Hann has had a wealth of business and office education experience as a teacher of shorthand, word processing, office simulation, and typewriting. In addition, she has had business experience as a personnel assistant, word processing secretary, and stenographer with various government agencies.

The seminar will be held on Wednesday, February 1, from 3 to 4 p.m., in Merrick Hall Auditorium, School of Business and Economics. Following the meeting, Pi Omega Pi and the National Collegiate Association for Secretaries will host a reception in the Faculty Lounge to provide seminar participants an opportunity to exchange ideas in an informal social setting. All area business educators and students are cordially invited to attend this timely seminar.

The Department of Business Education and Administrative Services offers three programs of study: Comprehensive Business Education, Basic Business Education, and Administrative Services. Graduates of the business education programs become effective educators qualified for dual certification in secondary teaching and in middle grades occupational education. The Administrative Services program provides career opportunities in support services for business, industry, and government.

This current seminar is part of an ongoing program through which the Department invites outstanding writers and lecturers to campus to conduct seminars, lectures, and workshops. These programs are designed to provide forums for the discussion of recent advances in knowledge and technology and to provide added dimension to the Department’s program of study.

The Department of Business Education and Administrative Services offers a limited number of scholarships for students with outstanding scholastic records. Interested students may contact the Department by calling 379-7657.

Douglass Enters Politics
As Councilman in 1969

(Cont. From Page 5)
to be within government to do something about it. My friends encouraged me back in 1969 to seek a vacant seat on the council.”

Black citizens positioned the council and Jug was appointed. He then successfully ran for reelection to the office in 1971, 1973, 1975 and 1977.

Jug was an outstanding football player while at A&T, a distinction which earned him an induction into the A&T Sports Hall of Fame. After graduating from A&T, he accepted employment at the Cameron-Morrison school, where he served as shop teacher, football and baseball coach, coordinator of vocational training and assistant principal for 28 years. Douglas retired recently from the school.

“I guess am the first full-time mayor of Southern Pines has ever had,” he said. “It’s going to try me because we have some expensive things to handle.”

Southern Pines is a world-famous resort city with a population of just over 8,000. “You will find the best of race relations here,” said Douglass. “We had one problem some years ago, about a theatre, but they straightened that out right away.”

Douglass is a native Winston-Salem. He is married to the former Lauraellen Williams of Lexington. Mrs. Douglass is director of special services for Moore County.

Douglass is chairman of the A&T National Alumni Association’s Athletic Liaison Committee and a member of the A&T Athletic Committee. He is also president of the Sandhill chapter of the A&T Alumni Association.

Weather

Cold Tuesday with chance of precipitation Wednesday. Clearing and little warmer Thursday. Highs Tuesday 50 west and 40s southeast warming to 40s except 50s southeast Thursday. Lows Tuesday 30s west and 40s east warming to 40s except 50s southeast Thursday. Lows Tuesday teens except 50s southeast Thursday. Lows Tuesday teens except 50s southeast.

Answer

To

Campus Haps

Attention all Social Service Majors! All Social Service Majors interested in the Alpha Delta Mu National Honor Society (for faculty and students) should contact Beth Dodson, chairman of the honors committee. Gibbs Hall or faculty members of the Social Services Department, Room 255 Carver Hall. Ms. Iris Carlton is the advisor. Deadline for applications is February 6.

U.S. Attorney H.M. Michaux for the Middle District of N.C. will be the Frederick Douglass Day speaker on February 14, at 7:30 p.m. in the Paul Robeson Little Theatre. This program is sponsored by the Groti Society, Phi Alpha Theta and The Department of History.

Tutoring Sessions for GRE and NTE Tutoring sessions are available for students to prepare for the Graduate Record Examination and the National Teachers Examination. These sessions are especially designed to help English majors, but all A&T students are invited to participate. The tutorial sessions will be conducted by Professors Gladys White, Marguerite Porter and Robert Levine, all of the English Department.

The Department of English has used its own money (derived from department dues) to purchase ten workbooks for the GRE and twelve workbooks for the NTE. These workbooks may be borrowed by students.

Any former 4-H Club member who would like to join a club here in Greensboro, please call this number for further details- 379-7392.

There will be a Biology Club meeting on Wednesday, February 1, at 6 p.m. in Barnes Hall.

Statics, dynamics students who have Engineering Graphics textbooks and are not taking the course this semester, please return the text to the bookstore or Mechanical Engineering Department.

The A&T Register will hold its weekly meeting Wednesday night at 7:30 p.m. All reporters and those interested in becoming reporters should attend.

All seniors are asked to pay their $2 dues to Delilah Perkins.

Last Puzzle

ACROSS
1. Having magnitude
7. Occur
13. Underwater ID
15. New
16. Jug
17. Philippine with a sharpened state
18. Outskirts of town
19. Rosen general
23. Pad
25. Mottler —
29. Distill
30. Resident of minority
31. Museums sculptures
33. Blue —
34. Green —
36. Celestial bodies
39. More imperative
41. Hidden again
43. Most common written word
45. French relatives
46. Feeling honored
50. Antiprident
51. "— try"
52. Sparkle
56. State tree of Georgia (2 Fasc.)
57. Cleverly avoiding
59. From participation
60. Experiences again
62. — rat

DOWN
1. Ruthie
2. College dining room
3. Egg port
4. Roman senator
5. Soviet era
7. Organic part of soil
8. Location of soap
9. Harper Valley
10. Capital of Sicily
11. Barbers
12. Egyptian leader
13. Indian soldiers
14. Sitting as a relative
20. Suffix for detect
22. "My boy"
24. No more domineering
27. Kitchen gadget
28. Understand
29. In a relative
32. In a relative
33. Out of surprise
35. Blackberry
36. Spoke
37. Anyday's wife
38. Baseball term
39. Certain gender
40. Mustache
41. Spot
42. Sacked wildly
44. On a lucky streak
45. Most rational
47. In a relative
48. Amended by an editor
49. Carpeon
53. Made with toes
56. Blunder
70. Tow for a relative

10. Capital of Sicily
11. Barbers
12. Egyptian leader
13. Indian soldiers
14. Sitting as a relative
20. Suffix for detect
22. "My boy"
24. No more domineering
27. Kitchen gadget
28. Understand
29. In a relative
32. In a relative
33. Out of surprise
35. Blackberry
36. Spoke
37. Anyday's wife
38. Baseball term
39. Certain gender
40. Mustache
41. Spot
42. Sacked wildly
44. On a lucky streak
45. Most rational
47. In a relative
48. Amended by an editor
49. Carpeon
53. Made with toes
56. Blunder
Sports Notebook

By Archie Bass

... Better now than later.

The first setback in the conference is history now, but the remembrance of that defeat might have shaken the lackadaisical attitude many of the players possessed.

Admittedly so, getting up for Delaware St. is different from getting the adrenalin to flow against Morgan State or Winston-Salem State.

But, a loss to the Hornets has really set the tone for the Aggies who are destined to win the tournament.

Speculating at this stage of the season with the tournament three weeks away, the Aggies could easily play Delaware St again providing that A&T gets the bye.

The MEAC tournament is a second season and all records are tossed-out-the-window. And, the so-called "easy" conference teams are known to be spoilers.

Now that the nonchalant attitude has been proven to be detrimental, the Aggies are gearing themselves for the homestretch conference race.

A case of the "big head" has proven cures by a surprising defeat.

Losing to the Hornets at this time of the year is better than being spoiled in the tournament.

There's no tomorrow in tournament play.

********

It was interesting a few days back to visit the "Aggie Den" and to chat with Rich Jones, assistant football coach.

A new addition to Aggie physical fitness is the new weight room referred to as the "Aggie Den" which is housed at East Gym.

"We have already started the guys on weights so that we can be stronger than last year," commented Jones.

While visiting, this writer learned that August Curly, a 6-3, 215 pound linebacker who played his prep football at Atlanta's Southwest High School, has signed a conference letter of intent with the Aggies.

"He is going to be an outstanding football player and we are certainly happy that he chose A&T," said head coach Jim Gaines.

********

Even though A&T does not have a homecoming in basketball, tonight against Winston-Salem should be an intense battle.

The last time these two teams met was before the Christmas break in Winston-Salem. Strangely, as badly as the Aggies played, they lost by only ten points.

And, another factor to be taken into consideration of that game was the two officials who just made bad calls.

This writer salutes Bighouse Gaines because he is certainly a noted gentlemen and coach.

But, the big thing that he has is with the two men in stripes. Of course, all sports fans are aware of his prestigious coaching record which is a tribute to Gaines.

The only question that comes to mind is -- Do officials even consider another team whenever Bighouse is on the bench?

Quite frankly, heck no!

Delaware Defeats A&T

By Archie Bass

The cold northern wind took a toll on the Aggies' shooting Friday night as the Delaware State Hornets stung previously unbeaten A&T (69-58).

Delaware St., who had only conquered one lone conference outing, managed to offset the shivering temperatures on the outside by shooting an electrifying 52 per cent from the floor.

The story for the first-year coach, Gene Littles and his squad, was the jinx of fouls.

Team leading scorer James Butler and 6-11 Melvin Williams, along with center Tim Butler were all forced to leave the game as a result of fouling out.

"They took them for granted," said Littles after the contest.

Despite fouling out, Sparrow paced the Aggies with 15 points, and E.J. Pipkin and Brawner produced 13 points each.

Following the loss at Dover, Del., the Aggies journeyed to Princess Anne, Md., and bumped off the University of Maryland-Eastern Shore, 72-62.

It was a game of revival for the Aggies and some player reshuffling for defensive purposes.

Melvin Palmer, who has been hampered by offsetting injuries, was placed in the starting role to provide more height in the zone defense.

"We have already started the guys on weights so that we can be stronger than last year," commented Jones.

By Craig Turner

Clarence "Big House" Gaines will bring his undefeated Winston-Salem Rams into the Greensboro Coliseum to face A&T in a stellar inter-conference match-up.

The Rams are currently riding a 16-0 record under Gaines who is in his thirteenth year as the Rams' mentor.

He has over 600 wins to his credit and is the winningest active coach in the nation. In that time, he has won eight CIAA crowns, with his latest being last season when his club upset Virginia State, Virginia Union and St. Augustine's, all of which were nationally ranked.

Gaines will keep very few secrets from Aggies as he explained in an interview late last week. "I've been running the same offense pattern for the last thirty years. I guess you could say it is like the four corners. We just use it hoping to find a loosely defended area some easy points."

The ringleader for the unbeaten CIAA leader is Carlos Terry, a 6-5 native from Lexington. The fluid junior is averaging over twenty points and eight rebounds per outing and has been the CIAA player-of-the-year the last two seasons.

Another big gun is 6-8 guard Reggie Gaines, a sophomore who is hitting for a 16 point average. It was Gaines who spelled doom for A&T earlier when the Rams grabbed a ten point win in Winston-Salem early in the season.

The rest of the starting five is made up of transfers and redshirts. Gaines had remarked earlier that his club consisted of "Carlos Terry and some no names."

Those "unknowns" are now in the limelight including Mark Clark (6-4), Rudy Cunningham (6-3) and Paul Williams (6-7). Nearly all of them are now averaging in double figures and are solid defensive players.

Quickness is the forte of the running pressure style of the Rams and A&T will be hard pressed to shut off the fastbreak opportunities of visitors. The only A&T bright spot in the first meeting of the two teams was James Sparrow.

However, Sparrow should get considerable help from freshman Harold Royster (6-8) and point guard Joe Brawner. Both are averaging nearly 12 points. Add to that the return of guard Kim Butler and 6-11 Melvin Palmer and the Aggies should improve their defensive stats.
Bowling Fastest Growing Recreational Sport

One of the fastest growing recreational sports in America today is bowling. The young, the old, the overweight and underweight can participate and you don't have to be tremendously physically endowed to play.

In January of 1976 the bowling phenomenon hit the A&T campus with the formation of the North Carolina A&T State University Adult Mixed Bowling League.

The original purpose for the formation of the league was simply to provide a closer relationship between the faculty, staff and students at the university. However, Burrell Jones, one of the league's founders feels that the bowling league has done more than that. "It not only provides good exercise and a closer relationship with your co-workers, but it also a lot of fun and provides a competitive outlet from the day-to-day routine of your job," said Jones, who is employed at the F.A. Williams Cafeteria.

The Aggies, who are 5-1 in the conference and 10-8 overall, were led during the second half by catalyst Ken Simmons' 17 points and Tuesday nights in the university's Student Union Building. The competition starts at 7 p.m. and is usually ended by 9:30.

Last season 13 campus offices and departments participated in the league. "We are a non-profit organization with all fees collected used to pay for lineages and the balance spent on the banquet and trophies," said Jones, who along with Arthur Lawrence and Martin Barrow founded the league with the assistance of Roger McKee.

Trophies are given to the first, second, third, and fourth place teams. Special certificates are given for outstanding accomplishments.

Basketball Team Shows Good Effort

(Cont. From Page 7)

lead of 31-22. "It was just a real good team effort," acknowledges Littles. "Everybody who played did a real good job."

"Chick" Simmons, who had averaged 24 points before the contest, managed only five points in the first half as a result of the Aggies' zone defense. "We didn't want him(Simmons) to penetrate the lanes," said Littles, "because we knew, if he could penetrate, his quickness could pose some problems for us."

During the second half, Sparrow keyed an early spurt that ripped the Aggies' lead to 50-32 at the 13:00 mark. "This was a big win for us," admitted the head coach. "We are back in the conference winning record and it will be a new race if we beat Howard."

The Aggies, who are 5-1 in the conference and 10-8 overall, were led by catalyst James Sparrow with 16-points, and Harold Rosier tallied a close 15. Ken Simmons' 17 points paved the way for the rebuilding Hawks.

Freak